REPORTS AND DASHBOARDS
Stay on Top of Key Metrics Affecting the Bottom Line
Shippers can gain access and visibility to every metric of their supply chain by leveraging Kuebix’s actionable reports and
dashboards. Carrier and vendor scorecards, financial analytics and tracking dashboards help to ensure that smarter shipping
decisions can be made, and a complete view of freight spend is captured. Kuebix has dozens of predefined reports available
and the reports and dashboards are fully customizable by the user. Ultimately, every shipping transaction is captured and can
be summarized and analyzed with reports and dashboards. These analytics help users to decrease freight spend and increase
service levels, all with minimal or no set-up time.

Financial Analytics

True transportation costs are known to be difficult to keep track of and calculate. However, a shipper can easily gain valuable
insights into their supply chain financials by leveraging the power of
Kuebix’s exportable reports and dashboards. These features give logistics
professionals everything they need to see the real cost per SKU or cost by
weight of their products, enabling them to make strategic choices regarding
transportation spend. With these analytics, it’s easy to automatically measure
any type of financial metric affecting the supply chain.

Scorecards

Kuebix scorecards show key metrics to help shippers evaluate
their carrier and supplier networks. Metrics can show any variety of customizable data points by carrier or
supplier name, such as inbound compliance metrics, carrier on-time percentage or total number of shipments. By
having complete data on each carrier and supplier, shippers are able to determine the real performance of their
partners, helping them to improve supplier behavior, negotiate more effectively and make better shipping choices.

Tracking Dashboards

Transportation can be a minute to minute operation when dealing with variables like traffic, mechanical failure and acts of
nature. With the benefit of tracking dashboards, shippers no longer need to spend time sifting through every load to determine
which ones are at risk. Instead of wasting time viewing shipments that aren’t at risk, shippers can zero in on shipments that
need their attention. Tracking dashboards give shippers the capability to become pro-active instead of reactive by anticipating
problems before they become a crisis.

Key Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leverage out of box reports, dashboards, analytics and scorecards
Customize any report or dashboard within minutes
Report freight savings to upper management with easy-to-use dashboards
Generate scorecards on carrier and supplier performance
Stay ahead of issues by leveraging predictive analytics
Reduce freight spend by 10-20% with the help of data
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